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Voi. 2, issue 9

Eleanor Roosevelt, "Voting is an act o f rebellion. "
Gloria S
Women and Power
-

by Jan Anderson
nly women can adequately lead a peace crusade,"
■
■ E le a n o r Roosevelt told her radio audience in 1937.
"W hen enough women organize to work for peace, w ar
will end."
W e aren't there yet. According to Blanche W iesen Cook,
whose title is distinguished professor of- history and women’s
studies at the John Jay C ollege and the G raduate C enter of the
C ity U niversity o f
N ew Y o rk , th e
U n ite d S ta te s is
e s c a l a t i n g
preparation for war.
Cook, a diplom atic
historian, says that
between 1945 and
end of the cold w ar
th e re w e re 1 4 9
wars, and the death
toll w as over 123
million people. The

D efense M onitor,
which is com piled
by the C enter for

A a hat do you do if you are a conser merits to the Suprem e Court and other courts; the
J Z n f vative candidate and hold views
education and m ilitary budgets; affirm ative action,

that go against the beliefs of the civil rights and health-care reform issues; and
majority of voters?
adequate funding of agencies charged with pro
According to G loria Steinem , who began tecting the environment and the Violence Against
covering electoral politics as a reporter in 1968, W om en Act.
you persuade the majority of voters there is no
To retain the seats won in 1994, the rightpoint in voting because there is no real differ wing must not only m obilize the conservative mi
ence between the candidates.
nority, they must keep progressive wom en from
"Portraying politics as irrelevant to the voting.
concerns of daily life produced despair or com
A m erican s w oke up in 1 9 9 2 to th e re a litie s of
placency," Steinem said. If there's no differ not voting. Only 40 percent of the eligible voters
ence between the candidates -- "why vote?"
went to the polls. W ith only a few hundred more
At issue in the 1996 federal election are votes in each precinct, the Republican revolution
the control of bills brought to vote; the appoint- would not have been bom. ■

"Rebellious women have always been central to any kind of major
transformation of culture."
-b e ll hooks

THE DECIDING VOTE

Making women’s voices count

~

D e f e n s e

by Beth Staples
Information -- made
up
of
fo rm e r
M A IN E — In 1 80 1, w om en
g e n e ra ls
an d
c o u ld n ’t v o te fo r T h o m as
Jefferson, w hetherthey wanted
adm irals -- states
to or not.
th a t b etw een the
Korean Conflict and
In 1996, women have
fall of the Berlin W all in 1989, the U.S. spent $12 trillion on w ar the option to vote for either
Jefferson’s nam esake W illiam
and preparation for war.
"Instead of one enem y, we now have potentially 189 Jefferson Clinton, or for Robert
enem ies. W e have to prepare for two wars on two fronts. W e have Dole,
T h is N ovem ber, the
to prepare for'rogue' countries. W hat are 'rogue' countries?" she
asks. "Libya, Cuba, Philippines, Japan? These are called potentially W o m en ’s V o te P roject just
'rogue' countries in W ashington. W e are really going crazy. In my wants women to cast their ballot.
By voting, women can elect
opinion.”
Cook, who punctuated her talk by saying with emphasis, c a n d id a te s w ho w ill p la ce
"In my opinion," presented the Howard Schonberger Peace and issues important to all women
Social Justice M em orial Lecture at University of M aine on Oct. 10 on national, state and local
agendas.
(Continued on Page 3.)
T h e W o m en ’s V o te
Project, initiated by a coalition
o f 1 1 8 n a tio n a l w o m e n ’s
groups, was launched statewide
The Institute on Religion and Democracy based in
in Septem ber. Elise Brown of
Washington,
D C.,has ju s t added a new program,
the
the W o m en ’s D evelop m en t
Ecumenical Coalition on Women and Society, "a committee
In stitu te said, "S e ve n ty -s ix
ofchurchwomen who combat radical feminism
years after women gained the
says IRD President Diane Knippers. The programs include right to vote, m any don’t."
quarterly briefings about "heresies" committed by church According to National Project

Religious Right Stealth Campaign

leaders in mainstream denominations.
(Continued on Page 5.)
In 1993, fo r example, IRD sent a representative to an
ecum enical conference fo r women co-sponsored by the
national
Presbyterian
Church
at
F em in ist
Times
biblical references to Sophia, a concept thought to represent
Editorial: 185 High St.
the feminine component o f divine wisdom. IRD alleged the
Belfast, Me 04915
church
sponsored
paganism,
338-1429
ABC'sNightline.
The
allegationsofficial
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job
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Ethics,and
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progressivists
on
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Jan
Anderson
spotlight
on women of achievement in business, politics, education

and the arts; and is committed to providing a forum for women to
express their view on local and world events—a viewpoint that is often
ignored, overlooked or misconstrued in the mainstream media. Our
goal is to ask questions and inspire a dialogue on a diverse range of
issues. We hope to challenge our readers to consider new points o f
view, and we would like to uphold the ideals ofthe feminist movement
-- to reclaim and honor the title “feminist for women.

V________________ Z________________ J
E d it o r ia l :
It is important In the life of a newspaper to pause occasionally
and take stock of accomplishments and goals. To help us in this task,
Feminist Times invited more than a dozen women to join us as an
editorial - advisory board. We asked the members of this new board for
a six-month commitment, a critique and direction for the future.
One of the challenges we were presented by our new board was to
define our purpose and our vision.
According to the Louis Harris’ 1995 Women's Equality poll —in
which the definition of a feminist was "someone who supports political,
economic, and social equality for women” - 71 percent of women and
61 percent of men called themselves feminists. A 1995 Roper Starch
Worldwide poll reported that 78 percent of women and 71 percent of
men said that they approve o fth e feminist movement. This isn’t nearly
enough, but it puts the Feminist Times in the middle of the mainstream .
o f political and social thought.
We have grand hopes for the Feminist Times. In essence, to
become the communication arm of the feminist movement in Maine.
We count on the intelligent and informed feminists in Maine to
support us in this endeavor over the coming months.
The Bangor Daily News deserves both commendation and criticism
for its editorial page in October.
The BDN is to be commended for devoting three days of commen
tary space to domestic violence awareness. The first day explored the
difficulties combatting domestic violence, the second day the legal
dilemmas and opportunities for victims, and the third day proposed ways
communities can respond.
This effort brought together in full-page view the people who work
on the front lines of this problem. From Kevin Concannon, commissioner
of Human Services to Kathryn Maietta and Damian McCabe, members
of the Acadia Hospital's batterer-intervention program; from Eric Brown,
a member of the Eastern Maine Medical Center family practice resi
dency program, to Daniel Wathen, chief justice of the Maine Supreme
Court; from Sue Bradford, women’s services coordinator for Spruce Run
in Bangor to Kathleen Caldwell, a lawyer at Pine Tree Legal Assistance.
These commentaries appeal to a sense of horror, intelligence and
justice. Any community that implements the suggestions found in these
commentaries would go a long way toward intervening in this devastat
ing and hidden problem.
On the other hand, the BDN is to be criticized for its slanted opposi
tion to the Ban Clearcutting referendum.
As a purely objective news source, the BDN first raised the alarm
about harvesting in the north woods 15 years ago and drew attention to
this problem frequently over the years. As recently as 1995, the BDN
ran a story on the wood shortage in Maine. It also ran stories on the
downsizing in the paper industry that is costing Maine jobs, which was in
actuality caused by corporate gluttony and the use of more efficient
machinery. Now, having sounded the alarm, the BDN is alarmed by the
response. Now, banning clear-cutting is "extreme" and "radical." It
seems that the BDN wants control of the whole process: not only control
of the information the reader is given, but control of how that information
is interpreted and what people do with the information.

Out o f the Mouths...

^

Can you guess who said this?

Here is a quote from Molly Ivins
I think readers of the Feminist Times
would be interested in:
"Florida and Texas are almost
at the point of spending more on prisons
than education. If that's not a definition
o fth e death of Civilization, I don't know
what is."
In the same interview, she said,
"Income re-distribution is going on on a
massive scale ~ from the poor to the
rich."
W hy is it that there are so few
journalists and politicians willing to be
called liberal? W here is the liberal voice
in Am erica? W here is the financial
support for alternative, radical and liberal
media? Corporations pour money at the
Rush Limbaugh's of the world because
they support the m assive takeover of
the world by the m arket forces. W here
is the money supporting the liberal idea
th a t w ith m oney and po w er goes
responsibility and ethical behavior?
Rose D eSanctis
W aterville

D ear Editor:
I would like to comment on the
writing of the book reviews. They are
w ritte n so w o n d e rfu lly w ith such
intelligent flair I wish all papers, all
literature w ere written as passionately
as these book reviews are. I hope you
keep up the good work.

Jaime McIntosh
Belfast
Dear Editor,
Your article in the Sept, issue
on the Ban Clearcutting referendum
took the major issues surrounding
the northern forest and made them
easy to understand without sacrificing
the complexity of the story. Not only
do I feel that is far more respectful of
the readerthan the daily newspaper,
it indicates to me you have accepted
the challenge of understanding an
issue and reporting to your readers.
Thank-you. Based upon my
reading of the issues and other
research I've done, I will be voting
Yes on th e ban cle a rc u ttin g
referendum, 2A.
Jack Giles
Orono

Sen. Olympia Snowe
(800-432-1599) and Sen. Bill
Cohen (800-728-2018): Sen
ate Office Bldg., Washington,
DC 20510
e-mail: billcohen@billcohen.

"I think it is important to discredit [NOW ] in a way that
will make it more difficult for them to prevail again in the
arguments we're having on the issues o f the day."

Rep. John Baldacci (2022 2 5 -6 3 0 6 ) and Rep. Jim
Longley (8 0 0 -7 2 8 -2 0 1 8 ):
House of Representatives,
• Washington, DC 20515

Send your responses to 185 High St., Belfast, ME 04915 o r
e-m ail JDANDERS@acadia.net
Winners who respond by Dec. 1 w ill receive a 1 year
subscription to the Feminist Times.

The President and VicePresident can be reached at
president@whitehouse.gov;
vicepresident@whftehouse.gov

v___________ ____________ y
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What’s Funny Now?

Puttin’ On A Show
hen I was a kid I watched too many
m ovies w here M ickey R ooney
enthusiastically urged Judy Garland to help him "put
on a show.” In those wonderful Hollywood fantasies
all the kids got together to solve some neighborhood
problem. Sometimes old Mrs. Crocker, the local
grump, needed money for an operation or maybe
renovations just had to be done on the local church.
Kindly Judge Hardy, Mickey’s benevolent dad, would
look on approvingly, casting bits of wisdom about in
a timely manner. The upshot of the whole thing was
that Mickey always produced an all-out spectacular
in which Judy sang a show-stopping number and all
the kids m agically turned into polished and
professional performers. The money always got
raised, and it was clear that everyone involved went
on to enjoy a great career in show business.
My own fantasies were formed and fomented
in the flickering gray light of late night TV. As I lay at
the bottom of my parents fold-out couch bed with my
father’s none too gentle snores interrupting the on
screen dialogue, I vowed to grow up to be just like
Mickey. And now that I am an adult, I see an
abundance of talent, talent, talent lurking all around
my own neighborhood. I am constantly itching to
produce and promote it. So when my friends Karen
and Jeff said "lets put on a show,” I innocently and
enthusiastically nodded in agreement. Because those

W

early movies are indelibly printed on my hard drive, I
forgot that the soul/sole purpose fo r “doing a show” is
to crack the limits of one's sense of humor and
perspective. Hollywood has much to answer for.
How was it that in Mickey’s shows the big bam
that Farmer Smith let the kids use could accommodate
all their needs for lighting and scene changes? And
how did Mickey stay so sickeningly cheerful in the face
of the thousand tedious details that were coming at
him? And howdid those dancers learn all their intricate
steps in a week? And where did they get all those
fabulous and expensive and complex costumes? And
where is Judge Hardy when one might finally use
some of his corny advice?
Then there is naming the show. As the writer,
this task seemed to fall in my direction even though
titles have always eluded me. The last show that I
wrote enjoyed some modest success, won a prize and
was even produced in places other than Maine by
people other than myself, but nobody ever liked the
title. One friend had the temerity to suggest that it
sounded like an advertisement for a deodorant. So this
time I was determined to come up with a name that no
self-respecting ad agency would consider. Cruthu
Fiain. That’s what I called it. “What does it mean?
What language is that? How do you Say it?” These are
the most commonly asked questions W ell it’s not the
nam eofadeodorant, say I, in tart response. It’sGaelic.

b y L a rra in e B ro w n

KROOOTHOOO FEEOWN is how you pronounce
it (sort of). And (almost) literally it translates as "wild
creation." In choosing the title, I reclaimed my Irish
heritage which is shadowy but definitely existent. I
also invoked a pre-Celtic goddess (Danu) by putting
Her smack in the middle of the show dispensing bits
of wisdom (having usurped Judge Hardy’s role),
thereby hoping to ingratiate myself to Her and bring
success upon the entire endeavor.
My friend Kate tells me that 99 percent of
people want to be doing this. "Everybody wants to
put on a show, Lar,” she says.
“Then why don’t they?” I ask sourly
"Loads of reasons,” she says. “ But the
point is, you are doing it, so enjoy it.”
Privately, I am thinking to myself that the
reason they’re not doing it is because their parents
were responsible citizens and had ordered them to
bed long before Mickey and Judy could bend and
twist their young, impressionable minds.
Putting on a show is a wonderful thing
simply because it has a beginning, a middle and a
very decided end. Our end w ill arrive after the lights
turn out on Nov. 2 at the Rockport Opera House.
I sincerely invite you to come sing with us,
laugh with us and cheer with us.' Because just like
in Andy Hardy country, we’re your neighbors, and
despite the odds, we’re puttin’ on a show.

Eleanor Roosevelt, Women and Power. ..
and spoke at the brown-bag luncheon series.
"After a century of total war," Cook says, "we
are looking at the destruction and demise of the
nation-state all over Europe Can we afford another
century of the m ilitary-industrial complex?" she asks.
Cook pointed out that new weapons and
research projects equals $500 billion already budgeted
and that one B-2 bomber costs more than $1.5 billion
and represents the entire U.S. debt owed the United
Nations. "I’d like to ask you,” Cook questions. "W hat
are we willing to pay for peace? How do we intrude
issues of justice and survival and international ethics
into conversations; issues such as fair market prices
for resources, planned and sustainable development;
international law; and global democracy? These difficult
issues are dismissed as soft by men of hard influence
because peace and justice has always been confused
with appeasement."
Cook, the author of a biography published in
1992, E le a n o r R oosevelt: Volum e One, which
remained on The N ew York Times best-seller list for
three months and received the 1992 Biography Prize
from The Los Angeles Times, talked about Eleanor
Roosevelt's work for peace and women and power
after the New Deal.
For the first time, in Cook’s biography,
"ER ” is seen as the most im portant woman in
American political history: an activist, teacher, writer
and crusader for social justice and human rights
worldwide. Her commitment to peace, to uprooting
the real causes of war, began immediately after World
W ar I. From 1924-35 Roosevelt campaigned for U.S.
participation in the League of Nations and the World
Court.
In a 1934 address on the causes and cures of
war Roosevelt asked, "How can we live through the
things that we have lived through and complacently go
on allowing the same causes over and over again to
put us through the same horrible experiences? Anyone
must think of the next war as they would of suicide.”
She was vilified for her efforts for peace, and
in 1940 she wrote a friend, “ I'm sorry all these
attacks against me are causing so much grief to my
friends, but in these troubled times I intend to go right
on saying and right on doing what must be said, and
I intend to provide lots of ammunition fo r attack in the
future."
After W orld W ar II Roosevelt campaigned for
the formation of the United Nations and the Declaration

of Human Rights which has two parts: political and
civil, and economicand social. Although it was passed
by the United Nations in 1948 and ratified by 150
nations between 1948 £nd 1970, the U S. did not
discuss the political and civil part until 1977, and has
never discussed economic and social rights. These
include the right to work, to have housing, and to public
education through college. "This is the challenge for
the 21st century," Cook concludes,
"W e are told by the media that there is not a
dimes' worth of difference between the candidates in
this election," Cook continues. "W ell I believe there
are several issues in which there is more than a dimes'
worth of difference, one being the United Nations.
Republicans have declared war on the United Nations
and have urged the U.S. to pull out of the U.N. and the
U.N. to pull out of the U.S. Madeline Albright, the U.S.
representative to the U.N. says we must tone down
that bloated budget Do you want to hear about that
bloated budget? The entire U.N. budget serving the
world’s 5.7 billion people, is $11 billion a year. The
entire budget, all agencies and the administrative
budget. Compare that with the U.S. m ilitary budget of
$300 billion. $11 billion is not a lot of money -- in my
opinion," Cook says. "It is under $2 per human being
alive on Earth. Governments spend $150 billion per
capita on the m ilitary establishment."
Meanwhile, the U.S. hasn’t paid dues in 10
years. Cl inton just announced the United States would
pay $600 m illion of the $1.5 billion owed. "More than
a dimes' worth of difference," she concludes. "About
$600 m illion worth of difference between Dole and
Clinton."
Cook believes the United Nations is under
attack because much of the activism in the world today
originates there, including the Beijing Conference on
Women. If Dole is elected, she says, UNICEF, the
leading agency in support of children all over the world,
would be gone
"In the southern hemisphere alone," she says,
"20 m illion children a year are dying needlessly of
curable diseases like measles and dehydration. For
literally $1 a day these children would be saved."
In 1953, Eleanor Roosevelt, referring to
UNICEF, said in a speech, "There are 900 m illion
children under 15 in the world today. More than half live
and die in want. They arefam iliarw ith hunger, cold and
disease. The only organization that begins to answer

(Continued from Page 1.)

their needs is UNICEF, yet its total expenditure has
been less than half the cost of a single aircraft carrier."
"That was true in 1953,” concludes Cook,
"and it’s true today.”
Cook notes that Hazel Henderson, an
econom icfuturist who created the Global Commission
to Fund the U. N., suggests that in the world today there
is no shortage of money. Over $1.3 trillion is traded
every day by computer, and 90 percent is pure
speculation. Only 10 percent is real investment creating
real facilities that employ real people. Henderson
suggests that if we were to tax this global casino, a tiny
.003 percent on the capital, it would result in $50
million a day. "For that matter," says Cook, "why don’t
we tax arms sales? Or international airline tickets?"
Cook, past vice president for research of the
American Historical Association, believes we are
living in the meanest time in history, a time in which our
leaders actually believe, though they don't say it in
these words, that there are 'useless eaters, lives not
worth living." She adds, "This is what Hitler believed
We are looking at the ethnic cleansing of the weak and
the poor; we are looking at social Darwinism and
fascism triumphant everywhere."
“The word 'liberal' today has become what
Communism was before 1989," Cook says. 'T h a t’s
pretty sick - in my opinion.”
Eleanor Roosevelt believed that it would take
grass-roots organizing to achieve the great promises
of democracy, from the New Deal to human rights
worldwide. "There w ill never be,” Roosevelt said,
"p e a c e w ith o u t ju s tic e . D em ocracy w ith o u t
economic security means nothing. You cannot talk
human rights to people who are hungry.”
In 1958 Roosevelt wrote, "W here, after all, do
human rights begin? In small places, close to home,
so close and so small that they cannot be seen on a
map of the world, yet they are the world of the individual
person. The neighborhood, school, factory, farm,
office... that is where every man, woman and child
seeks equal justice, equal opportunity, equal dignity
w ithout discrim ination. Unless these rights have
meaning there, they have little meaning anywhere.
W ithout concerned citizen action to uphold them
dose to home, we shall look in vain for progress in the
larger world.”

A videotape o f Cook's address is available from
Radio Free Maine,
PO Box2
7
0
5
,Augusta, M E 04338; T
622-6629.

N ovember
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CHILDREN: THE SILENT VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
who come from homes where domestic

are at a greater risk for alcohol and drug

making witnessing domestic violence

hildren are often the silent

violence takes place may suffer poor,

abuse, which they use to mask their

th e

victims of domestic violence.”

pain; sexual acting out, as the child
searches for attention and love; running

delinquency and criminal activity later.

said Kimberly Day, Children

overall health, low self-esteem, poor
impulse control, sleeping difficulties and

and Youth Services coordinator for The

feelin g s of p o w erlessn ess. T h es e

away from home, subjecting them to life

W h a t can w e do to help?

Next Step Domestic Violence Project.

children often have few problem-solving

on the streets at a young age and all the

If you have contact with a child

"It is easy to identify abuse in the home

skills and may even feel responsible for

dangers that go along with it. Boys who

you believe comes from a violent family,

when children have bruises, broken

the abuse. They feel guilt for both loving

witness abuse are more likely to abuse

there are things you can do to help that

bones and bums, but it is difficult to

the abuser and not being able to stop the

their female partners as adults than

detect or measure the amount of trauma

abuse. Many suffer constant anxiety

boyswho did not witness abuse. Suicide

child while that child is with you.
• Have clear and consistent

by Sherry W eaver

C

No.

1 in d ic a to r fo r ju v e n ile

incurred by the child who witnesses the

because they never know when another

attempts are seven times more likely in

expectations of the child and confirm

abuse of a loved one. Many people

fight will start. For older children,

that the child understands them.

underestimate the effects of domestic

sensitivity to the stigma of domestic

c h ild re n w ho w itn e s s v io le n c e .
Alarmingly, one study showed that child

violence on children; in fact, only 15

violence may result in shame.

witnesses were 76 percent more likely

needed to express feelings. Identify

to commit crimes against other people,

feelings for the child and validate that

states consider domestic violence a

Children who witness violence

factor in determining child custody.
Thankfully, Maine is one of the 15.”
Consider these facts:

women are battered. (Stark and Flitcraft,
1992)
•

The majority of women who

use emergency shelter services bring
their children.
• Children are present in the
home on 55 percent of police "domestic”
calls. (NCADV)
• Children's lives are often
disrupted by moves to escape violence.
They lose school time, flee home without
books, money or clothes, and live in the
family car when shelter is not available.
• Children may indirectly receive
injuriesduringanabusive incident. They
may be hurt when household items are
thrown or weapons are used. Infants
may be injured if being held in arms
when the abuser strikes out. Older
children are often hurt trying to protect
their mothers.

Give the child the words

it's okay to be sad, angry, frightened and

Antiviolence

Efforts

Lauded

• Violence is an accepted form
of conflict resolution.
•
15-25 percent of pregnant

•

confused.
• Model appropriate ways of
expressing feelings, problem solving

by Dorathy Chocensky
A U G U STA -- The state’s 10 domestic
abuse projects and the Maine Coalition
for Fam ily Crisis Services honored
community members last w eek for their
efforts to help stop family violence.
Maine Attorney General Andrew
Ketterer hosted the Oct. 9 Blaine House
tea, atwhich certificates were presented
to volunteers, police officers, lawyers,
journalists, business owners and others
who work against domestic abuse or
advocate for its victims. Among those
honored was Ketterer himself. Tracy
Cooley of the M aine Coalition for Family
Crisis Services told him he has "opened
many doors that have been closed for
many years.”
In his introductory remarks,
Ketterer commented that people have
told him, "It's great to have a man as
attorney general who is so strong on
women’s issues.” However, he said,
being safe from violence in the home is
"not a right of a woman; it’s a civil right."

be part of the solution to the problem of
domestic violence, Ketterer said. Law
enforcement personnel must under
stand that "an assault that takes place
in somebody’s home is still a crime, and
prosecutors need to understand that
violation of a protective order is a crime
and should be treated as a crime.”
One step the state of Maine is
taking is to provide district attorneys
with training on howto deal with reluctant
witnesses to increase the likelihood of
convictions in domestic cases, Ketterer
said. At the federal level, he lauded the
“Herculean efforts by Janet Reno, U S.
attorney general,” who Ketterer said is
"taking firearms out of the hands of
those with a record of domestic abuse
and assault.”
G ov
A n gu s
K ing
h as
proclaimed October Domestic Violence
Awareness month. King called domestic
violence "the great unspoken cancer" to
which "for too Iong society has turned a
blind eye."

These events cause significant
emotional reactions in children. Children I_______ Police and prosecutors need to ________

From The Republican

and resolving conflicts.
• Allow the child some choices.
This empowers the child who feels no
sense of control that he/she has no
control over his/her life.
• Helpthe child understand that
the abuse is not the child's fault. Children
cannot solve adult problems.
• Do not pressure the child to
disclose information. Usually, children
have been taught not to talk about "fami ly
business." If you gain the trust of the
child by being kind, empathetic and
present a positive role model, you will
be doing the best you can for that child.
• If a child does disclose abuse
at home, do not show your shock and
outrage. Focus on the child and that
child's feelings about the abuse.
• Call the Domestic Violence
hot line in your county or the Department
of Human Services.

Sherry Weaver is director of The
Next Step Domestic Violence Project in
Hancock County.

The Endangered Species Act:
Preserving the Rich Diversity o f Nature's Pharmacy
by Susan Sargent
P | n Washington and Augusta,
I the Endangered Species Act
has b eco m e a p o la riz e d
debate of private property rights and
short-term economic gain. But the
im p licatio n s o f th e E n d a n g e re d
Species Act run to a deeper, more
human level.
F o rty
p e rc e n t
of
all
prescriptions written
to d a y a re e ith e r
based
on
or
s y n th e s iz e d from
natural compounds
from
d iffe re n t
species of plants and
animals. Not only do
these species save
liv e s , th e y a lso
account for over $40
b illio n w orth o f
p h a r m a c e u t ic a ls
w o rld w id e on an
annual
b as is .
U nfortunately, this
vast untapped reservoir of natural
m edicinal substances is g ra ve ly
threatened.

H u m an
d e v e lo p m e n t
accelerates the loss of species by as
much as 1 ,0 0 0 tim es th e natural
extinction rate. Sixty-eight percent of the
250,000 species of the world's flowering
plants are found in the world’s tropical
rain forests, which are being destroyed
at an estimated worldwide annual rate
of 4 1.7 million acres. Less than 10
percent of known plant species have
been screehed for their medicinal values,
and only 1 percent have
been
in te n s iv e ly
investigated. O nly a
fraction of the estimated
millions of species of
invertebrate animal life
have been classified,
and most have not been
studied. Obviously, not
every plant or animal
contains some miracle
cure, but the reality is,
w hen
a
s p e c ie s
becom es extinct, w e
simply don’t know what
we are losing.
Here are just a few of the medical
benefits w e’ve obtained from animal
and plant species:

Forty percent of
all prescriptions
written today are
either based on
or synthesized
from natural
compounds from
different species
of plants and
animals.

• The bark of the Pacific yew
tree, found in the ancient forests of the
Pacific Northwest, is the source of taxol,
currently the most effective treatment
available for women with advanced
ovarian cancer. Taxol has also been
found to be effective in metastatic breast
cancer, acute leukemias and non-small
cell lung cancer.
• Morethan3millionAmerican
heart disease sufferers would find their
lives cut short within 72 hours without
digitalis, a drug derived from the purple
foxglove.
•
The rosy periwinkle, a
wildflower from M adagascar whose
habitat is rapidly being destroyed,
supplies alkaloids contributing to the
drugs vincristine and vinblastine, critical
c o m p o n e n ts in th e tre a tm e n t o f
childhood leukem ia and H odgkin’s
disease. These drugs, when used in
conjunction with other cancer therapies,
help children with acute lymphocytic
leukemia achieve a 99 percent rate of
remission and sufferers of Hodgkin's
disease achieve a remission rate of 80
percent.
Other possible contributions on
the horizon:

•

Bears are currently being

s tu d ie s fo r c lu e s to tre a tin g
osteoporosis because of their ability
to hibernate for long periods of time
without losing bone mass.
•
The Lake Placid mint
produces ananti-fungal agent which
could prove helpful in the treatment of
infections a ss o c ia te d with A ID S ,
can ce r p atien ts and oth ers with
impaired immune systems. This scrub
mint plant is found exclusively on a
300-acre site in central Florida where
it is listed as an endangered species.
•
The endangered desert
pupfish, with its ability to adapt to high
salt concentrations, provides insight
to human kidney disease;
•
The Houston toad, which
is on the brink of extinction due to
habitat loss, produces alkaloids that
may prevent heart attacks or act as an
a n e s th e tic m o re p o w erfu l th a n
morphine.
Politicians in Washington and
Augusta need to look beyond their
threatened short-sighted actions on
the Endangered Species Act.
Susan S argent is w ith the
Environmental Information Center o f Maine.
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Network M arketing a Hom e-based Business
by Jane Falla

in eating greens. Her gardening skills also
later proved useful in many facets of her life in
addition to helping to feed her family.
ntrepreneurs share a key characteristic they make opportunities rather than wait
"Self-empowerment is one of my main
for them to magically appear. That's one values in life," emphasizes Ineson.
reason why Anna Ineson, a resident of Waldoboro, isAlthough she realized early on that
a quintessential entrepreneur.
she enjoys working independently, network
Ineson is a flurry of boundless energy. W hen
m a rk e tin g h a s ta u g h t h e r th a t s e lf
we spoke recently in her large, farmhouse kitchen,
empowerment actually comes through working
she was busy at her cast-iron stove canning chili with others.
sauce, using fresh ingredients from her abundant
Today's male-dominated corporate
garden. The kitchen opens onto a deck which overlooks paradigm advocates competition in which
the garden and grounds - a beautiful stretch of nearly individuals see their empowerment manifested
15 acres leading to Muscongus Bay.
only at the expense of others. In contrast, says
Over the years, Ineson has created several
Ineson, "Every network marketer hopes to
businesses, including making and selling dolls, owning create people who are more successful than
a health food store, operating a bed and breakfast,
themselves."
H
and teaching classes on macrobiotic nutrition and
The networkmarketing paradigm gains
cooking.
strength from typically feminine qualities,
Today, she has been successful beyond her Ineson believes, in that it relies on nurturing, supporting
wildest imagination, she admits, as a network marketer and encouraging others -- characteristics that have
for a W est Coast-based company that primarily been culturally acceptable only outside of the business
distributes an organic wild food as well as several world. T h e success of this business model is
health-care products. In addition, Ineson isawatercolor challenging such conventions. In fact, says Ineson,
artist, currently focusing on selling a line of greeting
Fortune 500 companies are increasingly adopting
cards through L. L. Bean. And if you're passing through
business strategies based on the ideas of network
Waldoboro on Route 32, you can also stop to see a
marketing.
number of Ineson's paintings on exhibit in the Bayfields
Ineson's interest in macrobiotic nutrition, in
Gallery attached to her home, which she shares with addition to her desire to find less time-consuming work
her husband, the Rev. John Ineson, and two dogs,
than running her health-food store, led to her
Freddie and Betsey.
involvement with network marketing. W hen her interest
Ineson's large garden is as much a symbol of waned in running the Waldoboro-based W ay of Life
her life and spirit as is her success in network marketing,
Center back in 1990, which Ineson initially opened
which Ineson defines as a business model enabling with a partner, Susan Keller, Ineson wanted to look for
people to sell products primarily via education and a more economically viable business that would also
support for consumers of the product. Her garden free up hertim e to pursue painting. Network marketing
could be considered a parallel of this business idea - came as a pleasant surprise, particularly because
- it has grown successfully through careful nurturing
Ineson says her only experience was with the wholesale
and attention, and it encourages self-sufficiency and and retail model of sales.
self-reliance.
Network marketing operates by introducing
Ineson's path to gardening is as interesting as
people to a product and educating them about it in a
her resume, and it is a telling part of her character.
fashion much different than typical marketing and
After graduating from the University of Rochester, she advertising methods, says Ineson. This type of business
worked on a government project helping inner-city model could be considered an initiative of such
residents in Syracuse, N.Y., with nutrition and health companies as Amway, but the model has since
counseling. Although her parents were gardeners,
evolved. T h e m ain distinction from traditional
Ineson didn't really become interested in growing her companies, explains Ineson, is that network marketing
own vegetables until fam ilies she worked with works on the premise that a product will sell itself on
encouraged her to try growing collard greens. Many of an ongoing basis if the distributor’s role is to market,
the low-income families she was involved with were
educate and support people using the product. Thus,
southern transplants who relied on their own gardens devoting enormous funds to advertising, which is
for food. Through this work Ineson became interested often a hidden cost in products, is unnecessary.

e

Making women’s voices count
Chair Irene Natividad, voting has not become a habit
for women in the 76 years since the 19th Amendment
to the United States Constitution was ratified in
1920. Certainly not a habit for the nearly 8 million
women who registered to vote in the last three
presidential elections, but did not.
"I think it may follow a general trend [in the
population] that our voice doesn’t count,” said Brown
"I think it especially hits women hard because w e’re
taught not to speak up and voice our opinions.”
Brown urged women to “talk to friends,
sisters and mothers and to start having political
conversations. W e need to encourage each other
and to take ourselves seriously as voters.”
Among those at the press conference
announcing the project, which was held at the
W om en’s W all of Fam e in Augusta, were Maine
S en ato r Jane Am ero, M ain e W o m e n 's Fund
Executive Director Karin Anderson, Maine Rep.
Libby Mitchell, W om en’s Development Institute
Executive Director Laura Fortman, Betsy Marsano
of the Coalition of Economic Justice and Cathy
Daigle, manager of the Body Shop.
More than 20 sponsoring organizations and
individuals are involved in the project in Maine.
Hannaford Brothers is helping to get the word out by
distributing posters throughout the state; radio
s ta tio n s a re b ro a d c a s tin g p u b lic s e rv ic e
ann o u n cem ents urging wom en to vote; and

(Continuedfrom Page

individuals are participating in grass-roots voterregistration drives at churches, domestic violence
centers and health centers.
"C en ters
like these are targeted," said W om en’s Development
Institute board member Elizabeth Banwell, "because
the project wants to reach low- and middle-income
women who m ake up a large percentage of
nonvoters."
According to preliminary data from the U.S.
Bureau of the Census, there are nearly 24 million
eligible unregistered voters in the United States,
55,900 of whom live in Maine. According to Natividad,
the women’s vote isn’t a special interest one or a
partisan one, it is a deciding one
W hile women candidates and politicians
are still very much in the minority, their presence
has increased. As of 1995, eight of 50 United States
senators were female, and 4 9 of the 4 35 seats in the
United States House of Representatives were
occupied by women.
"Candidates for a long time have ignored
the w om en’s vote, and women have become
disaffected,” said Banwell. "Women needtobecome
empowered.”
T o further energize and empower women,
Gloria Steinem is tentatively scheduled to speak on
Monday, Oct. 21, at the First Unitarian Universalist
Church in Portland from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
For more information on the W om en’s Vote
Project, call 622-0851.

/J

*
Ineson spends much of her time training
others on establishing their own businesses. One of
the rewards of her increased finances is that she often
contributes funds to help others purchase start-up
materials.
W h ile network m arketing has proven a
lucrative undertaking for Ineson, she stresses that
sense of achievement and a holistic work environment
-- one that enables her to express the different sides
of herself - are the key advantages to her business.
These are the driving forces behind her ambition,
rather than financial gain.
"I learned how to live with little money," says
Ineson, recounting memories of her first home in
Maine purchased back in 1972, which was without
running water and heat.
Part of pursuing what one wants to do and
gaining authority over one's life -- a sense of self
empowerment - has much to do, instead, Ineson
believes, with abandoning society's current notion of
work.
"Jobs are an addiction of a society that doesn't
function," says Ineson.
This revelation initially came to Ineson as a
child during a visit to a local historical society with her
mother. She was stunned to find that census records
from the 1800s recorded people's skills, not their jobs,
and more than 90 percent of the people worked for
themselves.
"I realized that jobs were not the way that
society operated for the majority of history," says
Ineson.
If we identify individuals by their skills, rather
than by job titles, we could radically change our notion
of jobs, and in fact, realize that more "jobs" are not
what our culture needs, believes Ineson. Hourly wage
paying jobs don't provide people with economic or
personal growth or freedom, she notes. "So many
people say they can’t make it -- but that's never been
my experience. There’s so many things you can do,"
says Ineson.
I asked Ineson how she describes herself now
when she is asked about her job. To pique people's
curiosity, she might simply respond, "I have a homebased business." If pressed for further information,
Ineson might be inclined to say, "My job is creating
hope, health and happiness through helping others."
Ineson's advice to others is simple, but
profound: to follow your dream rather than your fear.
This philosophy was very much a part of her childhood.
Ineson's mother, who worked as a newspaper reporter
in the 1950s and '60s, learned quickly that she was
limited in her earning capacity compared to men in
similar positions. Ratherthan backing down and getting
mired in resentment, Anna's mother chose to make a
difference by becoming active in local politics.
And the apple didn't fall far from the tree, it
appears. "I've always been one of those people who
does better with a challenge," says Ineson.

Do you
know
any
in s p ira tio n a l
businesswomen whose stories you'd like to
share? Feminist Times would like to include
regular features on successful women
entrepreneurs in Maine. Please contact the
editor, Jan Anderson, at 338-1429.
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NEW ROUTES FOR NEPALI WOMEN
by Huldah Warren

Nepali women
and Pipal Tree
Growing new roots
Reach for the moon.
n the remote villages of
Southern Nepal where
S e e d T re e
c o n d u cts
a
reforestation program, women do what
they have done for generations: bring
forth and nurture life. Pregnant again
and again -- waiting for a son -- they
nurse babies, bathe children, scrub
clothes at the river; cook the two daily
meals of "dal bhat” (rice and lentils) on
open wood fires; they build, clean and
repair the home; fish, plant, weed, dry
and store food; they walk long distances
to gather forage for cows and bison and
goats; they sew, make clay pots and
baskets and mats, cut and carry wood
and water. Women carry unimaginably
heavy loads of wood for miles and travel
long distances to a dry riverbed to dig
for drinking water. Village women die
young here; most, never learn to read or
write.
In these beautiful agrarian
villages, where all life is enmeshed with
the elemental forces of nature, the
beneficial results of empowering women
is evident in recent developments:
I

Iiteracy classes, family planning training
and supplies, savings programs, having
a v illa g e m id w ife, and in c o m egeneration projects. Literacy classes
are often a woman’s first step toward
increased personal empowerment, as
the W o m e n ’s Cultural Program in
Meghauli demonstrated.
As the full moon rose behind an
ou td o o r stag e, w om en and girls,
representing women’s and girls’ groups
from several villages, performed original
songs, drama, drumming and dance.
Their unified voice spoke of new-found
literacy -- "Before, it was like being
blind,” they said -- the equity of female
and male children; the necessity of family
planning; the damagin g effects of
excessive drinking,"and the benefits of
belonging to a woman’s group. Although
I could not understand the Nepali words,
the message of women rising to meet

W omen
Walking, cutting, carrying
Today... tomorrow
D ead trees... dust.

their full potential
w as m ore th a n
intelligible. T h e ir
m usic
and
dru m m in g w e re
empowering in its
urgent repetition.
Less than a year
e a rlie r,
th e s e
women could not
read or write.
Bound by
an
e te rn ity
of
crumbling tradition,
women today are
meeting, learning to
re a d a n d w rite ,
beginning to speak
out. One day on a
dusty Chitwan road,

quantify. However, as we have seen in
the West, the power of women joining
together with an intention to improve the
quality of their lives has begun to
institutionalize a more equitable gender
system.
H uldah W arren o f SPHERE,
recently returned from Nepal where she was
documenting the reforestation programs o f
S eedTree Inc. W orking w ith se v e ra l
grassroots organizations (BELE, B asic
Education forthe Least Educated and NIDS,
Nepal Indigenous Developm ent Society)
SeedTree's m ission is to preserve and
revitalize forest ecosystems through the
pivotal human economy. SeedTree functions
as an autonomous division o f SPHERE Inc.

dozens of women
marched together
from v illa g e to
village protesting
the excessive use
of a lc o h o l a n d
gam bling by the
village men.
In Ramgil - 7,
Sita V.K. operates
M arching to g e th e r
a small store out of
V illage w om en rise
her two-room mudB rig h t saris on ro cky road.
d u n g - a n d thatched-roof
of carrying, bearing
house that she shares with her two
and nourishing the
small sons. Her husband works in Delhi,
visits once a year, and may send 100 to children who are the
next generation.
200 R (equivalent to $3.60) annually.
In Nyabasti,
Similar to two other stores operated by
small
g
re en sisoo
women, Sita borrowed 500 R ($S) from
tre
e
s
clin g
her women’s group to purchase the
ten
a
cio
u
s
ly
to
the
initial stock. In all three instances, the
steeply eroded bank
women have repaid their loans and are
that over time had
proudly beginning to realize a profit.
"Last year Sita's house did not b een g o u g e d into
have walls and would not have provided deep gullies. These
s e e d lin g s ,
an adequate space for a store,” we were sisoo
planted
just
a year
told. Within a single year, Sita attended
ago
by
the
Nyabasti
literacy classes, improved her living
conditions, became treasurer of her W o m e n ’s G ro u p ,
women’s group, and began her own were already showing
signs of a rre s tin g
business.
The simplicity and apparent erosion on this hillside.
scarcity of Sita’s home evoked many T h e s e w o m e n a re the
painful and empowering memories of m idw ives for S e e d T re e
raising my own four children without a nurseries: preparing the
father while simultaneously working a e a rth , g a th e rin g s ee d ,
full-time job and returning to finish p la n tin g , c o v erin g and
college. I was poignantly reminded that nurturing. W h e n strong
it is women everywhere who assume enough, the seedlings are
the primary and powerful responsibility transplanted throughout the
village or sold at market.
Looking, into the
proud and e n terp risin g
fac es of N ep ali village
women, it is apparent that
th e
b e n e fits o f th e ir
em powerm ent, like new
siso o
s e e d lin g s ,
a re
reaching deep into the lives
of th e ir fa m ilie s , th e ir
com m unity,
and
the
sustainable dev-elopment
of N e p a l’s in d ig e n o u s
population. Rising from the
earth, the thrust of grass
roots
m o v em e n ts
to
appreciably change the
cultural and economicfabric
of a country is often hard to

f

Woman on bamboo ladder
Under grass roof
Leaves her handprints
N ew m ud
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WomenintheArts

In the Spotlight~

Work of the Hand
by Kit Pfeiffer
Left: Lois Ann displays her urchin basket.
Below left: two reed baskets.
Below: Urchin basket.

“The point we want to make is that craft
is art,” said Chairperson Mary Ryan during the
seventh annual Juried Craft Exhibition of the
M aine Coast A rtists, held Oct. 11-14 in
Rockport. “We brought the show home from
the high school gym and made it a more
integral part of Maine Coast Artists’ exhibition
season.”
The show was juried by Jeff Kellar, a
furniture maker and sculptor; Carolina Hecker,
director of the Maine Crafts Association; and
Bruce Brown, curator at Maine Coast Artists.
The three jurors chose 44 of Maine’s finest and
most distinguished artisans for the show;
p o tte rs ,
w ea ve rs,
b a ske t
m akers,
cabinetmakers, jewelers, glass makers.
In a departure from the traditional format
of the show, selected
artists were asked to
subm it only a few
select pieces. Each
item was a signed
o rig in a l and w as
displayed with lots of
open space so you
could view the work
closely. This gallery
show form at for the
Maine Coast Artists
event was met with
mixed reviews by the
artisans, said Mary
Ryan. Thosewhoare
used to the commercial approach, for which they
must produce large quantities of their work, sit
behind a table and do their own sales, say this
year’s show was a missed opportunity for a large
volume of sales. Other artisans said they greatly
appreciated the more low-key, high-quality
approach which better exposed their skill to the
p u b lic, c re a tin g o p p o rtu n itie s fo r la te r
commissions.
The gallery handled sales for the artists
during the three-day show, and a percentage of

Above: Barbara
Benson with a rack
of floor cloths.
Left: Detail of a wall
mat. by Barbara
Benson.

the proceeds went to support Maine Coast
Artists, a non-profit organization.
Seventy-five percent of the craftspeople
selected fo r this juried craft show were women.
Basket maker Lois Ann of Rockland says she
wouldn’t have been there if it had not been a
gallery setting. Coming from a background as
a painter, she says she has never done a
commercial craft show. Ann makes baskets
from tooled-round reeds, combining natural
m aterial with dyed strands in interesting
geom etric patterns. One o f her baskets was
the poster piece fo rth e show itself.
Among other women prominent in the.
show was Barbara Benson o f Camden. She
makes floor cloths and wall cloths both as
practical and exhibition pieces. Her designs
are taken from nature: leaves, ferns and
grasses. She applies them to canvas in earthy
colors. “ I live right on the edge of Mount Battie,
and I ju st look out on woods and leaves and
ferns. I think that’s why!”
Bertson's hallmark is her use of silkscreened designs onthe mats. She later paints
large geom etric shapes by hand over the silkscreened patterns. The wall mats are larger
and more elaborate than those for the floor,
and they are intended as exhibition pieces.
She says just one 5-by-7-foot wall mat can take
as long as three months to make.
Benson is active in the Maine Crafts
Association, and she worked in conjunction
with Maine Coast Artists to offer studio tours of
19 craftspeople in the area over the same
Columbus Day weekend as the craft show.
One exhibitor in the show says she has
changed herthinking about craft as artoverthe
25 years she’s been working. Stained-glass
artist Janet Redfield of Lincolnville recalled,
(Continued on Page 8.)
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Work of the Hand ...

Women's Fund Benefitted

"When I started, I thought that all crafts must be
utilitarian. I didn’t want them to be just decorative,”
she said. “ Now I feel more like an artist.
“ Even though no one needs a stainedglass window, “ said Redfield, “ it is a work of art.
Who cares whether or riot it keeps the winter cold
away?”
These three artisans, Lois Ann, Barbara
Benson and Janet Redfield, will be featured on
this page in upcoming issues of the Feminist
Times as we explore further the concept of craft
as art and learn more about the techniques used
by each of the women to create their “work of the
hand.”

Above: Fused
glass plate, by
Janet Redfield.
Right: Janet
Redfield o f
Lincolnville with
fused glass
plates.

Portland - The M aine W om en’s Fund raised
$26,761 at its annual "Evening to Honor Maine
W om en” in Portland last night. The money was
raised in response to a challenge by an anonymous
donor to match her $10,000 gift in support of the
fund's grant-making program. Fleet Bank of M aine
set the pace for the response by presenting the
M aine W om en’s Fund with a check for $1,500.
Two additional large gifts were given by Scott
Black, son of Selma W olf Black who was being
honored at the event, and by People’s Heritage
Bank. More than 3 0 0 donations were made, ranging
in size from $1 to $3,000.
"W om en’s organizations receive such a
small percentage of the philanthropic pie and
operate with such scarce resources,” said Karin
Anderson, the fund’s executive director. “This
tremendous outpouring of support validates the
importance of the M aine W om en’s Fund, as well
as the many nonprofit organizations we support."
The money raised as a result of the
challenge represents nearly 10 percent of the
Maine W om en’s Fund 1996 fund-raising goal of
$273,000. Gifts were made in honor of mothers,
daughters, friends and mentors. One anonymous
gift of $5 was made in memory of a woman from
Old Orchard Beach on the one-year anniversary of
her death from breast cancer.
"It’s important for women to learn to be
philanthropists," Anderson commented. "Women
have always contributed time to causes and
organizations important to them, but often feel
uncomfortable donating money: Part of mission of
the Maine W om en’s Fund is to help women learn
to become empowered by supporting their favorite
causes with both their money and their time.”
The Maine W om en’s Fund was founded in
1988 to direct resources to Maine women and girls
through programs that help them expand their
opportunities. By funding innovative programs,
educating the public about barriers women face j
and affirming the contributions women make to
society, the fund helps close the equity gap between
women and men in Maine

UMAINE TO HONOR THREE W OM EN

WITH HARTMAN AWARDS

T
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M A I N
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Located on the comer
of High and Main at
the light in Belfast
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N o w o u r R estaurant is

Open 7 Days/Week

he University of Maine will honor three women

Patricia Riley of Augusta, president of the

whose lives reflect careers committed to their

Center for Health Policy Development and Executive

Director of the National Academy for State Health
work and social change during the eleventh annual
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Grade Young Women. She is the author of The
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Successful Career. She is currently the principle
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Book Review •Prose^Poetry
Burnt Out

Krik? Krak?
by Edwidge Danticat
Reviewed by P.S. Murphy
I dated a guy in college who longed
to be in the thick of the political upheavals
of the '60s. He saw himself crusading for
p e a c e an d ju s tic e , m an n in g th e
barricades in the student union, shouting
down the pigs with a megaphone and
being te a r-g a s s e d for his efforts.
Unfortunately it was 1975. Vietnam was
ending, student activism was passe,
and all that remained of those halcyon
days of conflict was long hair and a
vaguely liberal attitude. My poor friend.
He knew he had greatness in him, but
where was the crisis to bring it out?
Since he couldn’t march on Washington,
he dragged me to Boston one weekend
with a group protesting university budget
cuts. I stood there watching him yell at
the Statehouse, the veins bulging in his
neck, and I wondered at the would-be
hero who yearned for bloodshed so he
could come out against it.
But in a way, I think we can all

relate. Certainly middle-class American
writers today must occasionally feel like
my friend. You can hone your verbal

craftsmanship all you like, but no writing
program in the world can provide you
with an earth-shaking subject to write
about. Sure, there’s always childhood
trauma and spiritual malaise, but after
you've shown me yours and I’ve shown
you mine, what is there?
This, anyway, is the feeling
E d w id g e D a n tic a t’s K rik? K rak?
produces, if only temporarily. Eventually,
I’m sure, other people’s stories will seem
worth telling again. Danticat, widely
considered one of the best young writers
today, was bom in Haiti in 1969 and
writes powerfully about life in that
country. But though it’s true that much of
the best literature in the world has come
from places where it’s not safe to write,
it’s also true that no one would have
heard of Edwidge Danticat if she hadn’t
managed to emigrate to the United
States. As her stories make clear, in
Haiti there are no writers - only human

monsters, silent survivors and corpses.
It is to give a voice to these silenced
p e o p le — an d e s p e c ia lly to th e
generations of Haitian women who have
suffered in silence before her - that
Danticat writes.
In Haiti, when you want to tell a
story, you say "Krik?” and whoever
wants to listen says "Krak?” In titling her
collection of nine short stories, Danticat
not only seeks an audience but also
pays tribute to the traditions of folklore
and storytelling that have sustained the
H aitian people. H er first offering,
Children o f the Sea, is a beautiful,
achingly sad tale of doomed young
lovers set against the twin backdrops of
modern political turmoil and the older
tragedy of slavery. The nameless hero,
in a boat sinking somewhere between
Port-au-Prince and Miami, writes one
last letter to his beloved back in Haiti:

p ieces I h ave e v e r s e e n strung
to g e th e r. Y e t th e e ffe c t is not
exhausting or monotonous; you read
on, and each story deepens your
perception of the single whole picture
that is Haiti.
T h e entire collection also
tra c e s th e g e n e ra l p ro g ress o f
Danticat’s life. Stories six and seven
a re c o m in g -o f-a g e ta le s , e a c h
featuring an adolescent Haitian girl
who finds a sense of identity -- the first
as a strong survivor, the second as a
creator of art. The last two stories in
the collection are set in Brooklyn, New
York, where a young Haitian refugee
is coming to terms with her new life,
her past, her family, and especially
her mother. Since Danticat emigrated
to the U S. when she was 12 (she
began publishing, incidentally, at the
ripe age of fourteen) and currently
"Igo to them now lives
as in Brooklyn, it is not difficult to
see
the elements of autobiography.
though it was always meant to be,
There are also suggestions
as though the very day that my
that
the
women
in the various stories
m other birthed me, she had
are
related
to
one
another, and to the
chosen me to live life eternal,
author.
In
her
epilogue,
"Women Like
among the children o f the deep
Us,”
Danticat
explains
that it is for
b lu e sea, tho se who have
these
women,
her
relatives
and
escaped the chains o f sla very to
ancestors,
that
she
particularlywishes
form a world beneath the heavens
to speak. It is a difficult task, especially
and the blood-drenched earth

where you live.

"

Of course she never receives the letter,
as he never receives hers. Danticat
communicates their stories for them,
along with the Haitian folk tale of the
children of the sea.
The second story, "Nineteen
T h ir ty -S e v e n ,” c o m m e m o ra te s a
particular massacre, its effect on three
generations of mothers and daughters,
and the powerful secret language and
mythology they invent as a means of
evading despair. In the third story, a
woman tries to nurture both her son and
her husband as they struggle to secure
a sense of manhood in the face of
poverty and the heritage of slavery.
W hile the son rehearses his lines for a
school play about Boukman, the heroic
Haitian rebel slave, his father must wait
six months for a d ay’s paid labor
scrubbing toilets.
Danticat's tales are simply told,
yet deep and complex; and they are
hauntingly beautiful. T h e first five
comprise the grimmest series of short

because the women in question hard-working, conservative, longsuffering women - cannot value what
she is doing. She hears her mother:
“ W riters don’t leave any
mark in the world. Not the world
where we are from. In our world,
whters are tortured and killed if they
are men. Called lying whores, then
raped and killed, if they are women....
“The fam ily needs a nurse,
not a prisoner. W e need to forge
ahead with our heads raised, not
buried in scraps o f throwaway paper.
We do not want to bend over a dusty
grave, wearing black hats, grieving
for you.
“There are
nine hundred and ninety-nine women
who went before you and worked
their fingers to coconut rind so you
can stand here before me holding
that tom oldnotebookthatyou cradle
againstyour breast like yourprettiest
Sunday braids. I would rather you
had spit in m y face.”
(Continued on Page 10.)

Old loves hang in my mind
like unlit chandeliers.
I ask you to take them down.
I can’t do it.
I've never been good at unhooking things
while balancing on a stepladder.
Something about the height and eye
and hand co-ordination makes me sick.
I need your steady hand and foot
to do this work for me. Unhook the first
and hand it down, gently, gently.
Take it slow.
I can handle the weight below
but the vertigo in the initial unhooking
is more than I can take.
Do you understand?
Then take the second and third ones
down
and all the others in all the rooms.
I have boxes for them all and will send
them away.
I've already made arrangements but I
need your help.

Perspective
i pick through ashes of memories
looking for pieces that shine
odd shapes to be contemplated
something left in a pocket

and long forgotten.
Ashes remember
who handled this, and that, and when.
I hold them and hope for information.
Time is drawing short, I tell myself.
People in your family die young.
Then on another day I will say
You’re only halfway through.
Variables are weather, bowels,
hormones
hours of sleep the night before
the inexorable constant the moving
forward
of gray time
who drags me by the hair if I won’t walk
who jangles bones and buttons in her
pocket.

Judith Robbins
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Vegetarianism and Feminism
by Susan Jenssen

H e r e p ilo g u e is D a n tic a t's
working-through of this dilem m a, her
answ er to these charges. She does it by
insisting that her writing is in direct
descentfrom other, more traditional acts
of fem ale creativity: cooking, cleaning,
braiding. H er ancestors, she argues,
w ere “kitchen p o e ts and like braiding,
writing is "taking a handful of coarse
unruly strands and attem pting to bring
them unity."
A t last she concludes, speaking
to herself:

To tell the truth, when I first picked up Carol Adam s’
The Sexual Politics of Meat (Continuum , 1990), I was
tem pted to shrug it off as just one more special interest
diatribe. Then I heard the author was going to be the keynote
speaker for the University of M aine W om en’s Studies program
annual meeting, meaning she would have th e ear (at the
conference) and the voice (in the local m edia) of th e collective
collegiate women for my region, and I got ju st nervous
enough to take interest.
O ne thing’s for sure, Carol
Adams is a born crusader - a gifted
com m unicator and a com m itted
activist with a focused agenda - all
th e right elem en ts o f a m edia
"You remember thinking while
personality. I expect to hear any
braiding your hairthat you look a lot
day now that she’s running for public
like your mother. Your mother, who
office.
looked like your grandmother and
And it scares me to death.
her grandmother before her. Your
T h at’s not to say that I
mother, she introduced you to the
quarrel with her topics. I’m sure
first echoes of the tongue you now
th e re should in fa c t be m ore
speak when at the end of the day
crusaders out advancing the causes
she would braid your hair while you
of vegetarianism and the alleviation
sat between her legs, scrubbing
of violence against and oppression
the kitchen pots. While your fingers
of women. W hat scares and offends
worked away at the last shadows of
me is the combination thereof and
her day’s work, she would make
th e w ay th a t c o m b in a tio n is
your braids Sunday-pretty, even
achieved.
during the week.
First, as a fem inist, I am
"
When she was done she
angry. In her book, Adams performs
would ask you to name each braid
a "cross-mapping between feminism and vegetarianism ”
after those nine hundred and ninetybasically by drawing various loose analogies between the
nine women who were boiling in
treatm ent of women and dom esticated anim als, in order to
your blood, and since you had
conclude that "vegetarianism acts as a sign of autonomous
written them down and memorized
fem ale being and signals a rejection of m ale control and
them,
the names would come
violence.” Thus, she says she is dismayed that all feminists
off your tongue. And this was your
do not see how much fem inist theory must be informed by
testament to the way that these
vegetarian insights. Later on in the book she concludes that
women lived and died and lived
all radical feminist theory which does not speak directly
again."
about vegetarianism "participates linguistically in exploiting
Krik? Krak? is Danticat’s nine- and denying” the fate of butchered anim als and human rape
stranded testament to the Haitian women and violence victims, perpetuating oppression by "denying
who went before her and to a people the extent to which th ese oppressions are culturally
who continue to suffer. It has greatness analogous."
Such thinking doesappeal to many women, especially
in it and may well becom e required
since we are so acculturated to make all good causes our
reading on peaceful college cam puses
throughout the country. ■
own, often to the expense of women’s true needs and
agendas. But to weigh down all fem inist thought with
vegetarianism , and to categorically condemn those who do
not comply, is to certainly effect more harm than good in the
struggle for wom en’s goals, needs and values. No one would
dare
say that a call to vegetarianism should have been an
Where the distant
past m eets the f ar
essential point in M artin Luther King’s "I have a Dream ”
away presen t. . .
speech, nor would one dare to say King’s philosophies w ere
invalid because he failed to m ake such a call.
In like manner, we cannot all afford to spread the
many
m
essages
of feminism more thin than they are already
Fine Jewelry, Gifts,
and Clothing
stretched. The fact that women’s oppression, like race
representing Cultures
oppression, may be seen as "culturally analogous" to
from Around, the
vegetarian issues in no way logically binds us to do so.
World
W hich is another reason why I, as a language and
• W ood Sc Stone
logic theorist, am also offended. Reasoning by cultural
Carvings
• A ncient Art
analogy to arrive at a categorical im perative simply m akes no
R ep ro d u ctio n s,
sense! Metaphors, symbols, analogies abound inour culture,
• D ru m s
• A r ts Sc Crafts
they are the cornerstones of communication. In her speech
o f In d ig e n o u s * ~
and book Adams cites a v a rie ty o f m edia im ages, text
P e o p le s
excerpts and ancient and
to tie up the fate of
Open Year Round ’
eaten
anim
als
with
that
of
oppressed
women,
relying heavily
61 M a i n S treet
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women in animal-like "sexy” positions, cartoons concerning
anthropomorphized pigs, even pornography combining
women with animals in suggestive poses. These images,
she says, form a complex web of “general socialization to
cultural patterns and viewpoints, thus we fail to see anything
disturbing in the violence and domination that are an
inextricable part of this structure.” This kind of argument
completely avoids any kind of logical grounding. What
Adams fails to prove is that there is any connection between
these metaphors and her ethics. The use of animal imagery
to objectify women has no bearing on the issue of meat
eating! The fact is, sex sells everything, not just pork. Would
anyone dare posit that because sex-objectifying imagery is
used in car ads and on M TV, that driving or listening to music
is in itself wrong? Throughout her speech, Adam s herself
admitted that today’s women swim in m edia sex im agery like
fish do in water, that it touches every point of our lives To

attempt to promote vegetarianism by linking m eat eating to
offensive sex m edia is an absolute absurdity which furthers
neither cause.
One wonders how she gets away with it, until it is
noted that she uses m any of the same techniques m odem ad
executives, public speakers and politicians use every day flash the im age quickly, either verbally or on the screen, and
then ease in your own views underneath. That way it doesn't
m atter w hether th e re ’s any
logic to it, in the view er’s mind
your idea will adhere to the
memory of that im age, and
hopefully, will never be too
closely scrutinized.
Throughout the book Adams
employs an insidious pattern:
over and over she puts forth an extrem e im age, such as awoman being battered by a
man angered over not having
meat with his dinner, hides a
small disclaim er w ithin the
passage hinting that such an
image may not be a universal
one, and then goes on to build
her case as if indeed that image
was universal. In both her talk
and written work she employs
media such as a pork industry
calendar involving a dressed
up pig, along with several other media pieces and anecdotes
that simply are not influential parts of the culture at large, and
treats them as if they indeed are insurmountable forces within
our culture, warping our minds. This blatant manipulation of
her audience through such disjointed im age-dropping is
insulting.
Thus, as a woman, I am also angry. To attem pt to
m anipulate me through imagery, and to insist that l am a victim
of cultural forces beyond my ability to control, is to make me an
automaton, to dehum anize me much more completely than
any pornography ever could. Adams is supposed to be on the
side of women; therefore, her endorsem ent of a view of
women as victims of cultural programming carries considerable
w eight. For too long this I'm dysfunctional — you’re
dysfunctional” society has perpetuated itself with the old
S kinnerian excuse th at w e’re all ju st products of our
environment, we can’t help what we do or what we endure. If
there is one goal bound up with feminism in a real way. It is this:
to tear away the stranglehold w e have on our own lives and
recognize our freedom as thinking individuals to m ake choices
and change our environm ent, no m atter w hat obstacles may
be involved. To accept, change, ignore or dispose of ideas
pervading th e m edia flotsam around us is alw ays our
prerogative, always within our ability. To deny women, indeed
people in general, their own ability to think and act is essentially
to condemn us to life without thought, personal philosophy,
personal choice. Carol Adams argues women right back to
R o usseau, d efin in g us as c reatu res w ithout reaso n ,
responsibility and humanity.
Beyond that, Adams relegates the issue of violence
against women to some sort of side-issue in the struggle

against the big Meat-Eating White Master Patriarch, particularly
in her insistence that there is an inherent link between rape
and meat-eating because in our culture rape victims sometimes
refer to feeling-like "pieces of meat ” not to mention her;
continuous reference to a woman being beaten over issues of
meat eating. Effectively, and without having to resort to
anything like argument, she ignores the reality of violence as
a power play. It essentially does not matter to a batterer how
he makes his victim feel, and it does not matter what pretext
sets it off —a batterer can batter as easily over the presence
of meat on the table as its absence, and a rapist will rape no
matter if his victim feels like a piece of meat, an inanimate
object or like an abused person. Violence has nothing to do
with diet, nor does oppression. Quite conveniently Adams has
ignored the cultures, historical and current which, while
vegetarian, have abused and oppressed women as effectively
as white western meat-eaters.
It frightens me to think that any victim would buy into
Adams' ideas of women as ineffective victims of culture and
white meat-eating men as the ultimate oppressors, for not only
will they not see in themselves the power to escape abuse, but
they will fail to recognize the true characteristics of an abuser,
which have everything to do with power, and rage, and mental
illness, and are in no way contingent upon what a man, or his
culture, eats for dinner. ■
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A WOMAN’S FIRST RESORT
by Ellen LaConte
Polly Steele’s Tides Retreat, "a and feature seafood, chicken, pasta,
year-round women’s resort,"
fre s h v e g e ta b le s and irre s is tib le
stands on the far bank of the St. desserts,” served on fine china with
Croix River, 15 minutes from Calais. It’s crystal and silver. And Polly makes
a place with the sort of simple elegance adaptations for special dietary needs Sue Bender calls “every day sacred,” of course.
and it fulfills a dream about such
W h a t h ap p ens around the
e n d a n g e re d
e x p e rie n c e s
as
meals is not the bustling purposeful
homecoming, serenity, self-reliance,
thing that happens at weekend retreats
vocation, mutual benefit and women's orlargeholidaygatheringswherewomen
gifts -- a decidedly feminist dream. The
quickly fall into step working with one
bad news is that, since what it provides another. Here time is of the essence -is strictly for women, it’s under siege.
time to start and finish thoughts. There
Polly’s renovated main house are no strangers, only women you
has the feel of a ’40s summer cottage,
h aven ’t m et yet. Age, station and
furniture worthy of lounging in, a wood e xp erien c e a re not o bstacles but
fire, a deck, a sun room with a calming openings, and friendships blossom,
prospect of river and sunsets. There are
Polly Steele’s name suits her.
rowing sculls and bikes, and hiking
She’s what my mother calls a "no
trails, but the dining room is the heart of nonsense” sort of woman but without
the Tides Retreat magic. Two gleaming the brusqueness that my mother often
tables stand by a walI of windows offering means the word to imply. There’s nothing
entertainment by chipmunks, squirrels couched about Polly Steele and yet she
and b ird s w ho h a v e w o rk e d out is discrete and private in the sort of way
cooperative scheduling arrangements that you know you can be too. She
about Polly’s sunflower laden feeder speaks softly, w ith a n a p p e a lin g
similar to the ones Polly helps guests Canadianlilt.Hermanner, likeherhome,
work out among themselves, one meal
is utterly comfortable,
at a tim e in an a ffa b ie w in -w in
Pollyspentmanyofhermarriednegotiation.
with-childrenyearsawayfromherorigins
The guest house on the hill
in St. Stephen, in the Canadian west,
above the cottage accommodates eight, co-operating a tourist boat business
Two rooms face the river; two look up and then writing school curricula for
the hill at a healing expanse of sky.
native children, fully appreciating the
Rooms are fitted with women’s comfort
irony of the Canadian government’s
in mind: two single beds, two pillows
policy of sending in Anglo educators to
each, two night stands, deep wicker design native educational
chairs; plenty ofelectricaloutlets, stacks program s. It was an om en o f
of soft towels in the bathroom, a whirlpool developm ent organizations’ similar
tub/shower -- and no phone to ruin the policy to assign men to write plans for
'

blessed silence!
Meals at Tide’s Retreat are an
offering Polly makes her guests. Any
instinct you may have to get up and help
is roundly denied. As the brochure
promises understatedly, "meals are
planned to please the tastes of women

women’s businesses.
S everal years ago, P olly
realized one of the things missing from
her full-tilt life was the opportunity -affordable — to kick back and let
someoneelsefussoverherforachange.
Realizing that other women might well

feel this lack, too, Polly decided to create
the solution and in the process engage
in a lifework instead of a job. She
returned to St. Stephen, never dreaming
she’d be able to re-acquire the family’s
old summer place on nearly 10 acres of
field and woodland.
Her business plan was simple
and solid: pay as you go; grow slowly;
keep prices in range for women who
couldn’t afford upscale male-oriented
resorts. Accordingly, both summer and
off-season (Oct-June) ratesat The Tides
Retreat, per person with breakfast and
d in n er (lunch o p tio n a l), a re w h at
Americans are used to paying for a
g e n e ric m o tel room s o m e w h e re
unlovely, without meals!
Since banks wouldn’t lend a
lone “untried” female the traditional 70
percent or 80 percent--except over her
non-businessman son’s signature! Polly was forced to put most of her nest
egg down on her dream which meant
tying up working and living capital in 51
percent equity and living close to the
vest. She knew she’d need 40 percent
occupancy to clear a profit and that it
would take several years to arrive at that
rate, given the uniqueness of her
business and her location off the beaten
track. Her aim was - and is - to add two
more, handicap-accessible, river-view
rooms in the finished inground space
under the guest house, add exercise
and massage spaces, and encourage
m ore sm all groups, re tre a ts and

suggested that she consider substitute
teaching or opening the doors to men.
Right. That’ll fix it. One asked Polly if
there were animals on the place, to
which she replied enthusiastically about
her beloved chipmunks, eagles and deer
... only to be told he was thinking she
might be able to sell the place for a
hunting lodge. Another proposed she
add a mooring for motor boats and hire
a $2,000-per-m orning consultant to
"beef up” [sic!] her marketing plan,
Under assault, Polly asked for
the name of another woman in business
to act as her mentor and was given the
name of a woman at the far side of the
county--who puts up blueberries. Polly’s
coup was to be awarded three stars by
Canada Select, the national tourism
rating establishment,
Business has grown every year
since Polly’s been open, but slowly.
That’s fine for Polly’s purposes, she’s
building a devoted and repeat clientele,
and by next year should be at 4 0 percent
occupancy. But her bank is breathing
down her neck and might enjoy proving
it was a foolish idea from the start by
calling in her note and selling the place
off. Perhaps to one of their own good old
boys. You can just hear the speed boat
engines roaring on the quiet St. Croix
and the sound of rifle fire in November,
Somehow Polly continues to
be e n e rg iz e d by this re le n tle s s
re s is ta n c e . S h e ’s e s ta b lis h e d a
collaboration with a woman who gives
workshops.
Swedish relaxation massages to her
So w hat’s wrong with this own clientele and to Polly’s guests five
picture? Nothing, if you’re a woman days a week in the private guest room in
looking for a great place to get away to. Polly’s cottage. And she’s hopeful that

Apparently everything if you're a
conventional male banker, development
officer, governmentfunctionaryortourist
board agent. Or ~ sadly - a woman
employed by one of them.
Developm ent people have

CABIN IN MAINE PLUS $5000
CASH. And $ 8 5 0 0 to be distributed

"my women's" word-of-mouth support
will guarantee that Tides Retreat will
stiil be there the next time their last
resort is a several-day sojourn in one of
women's first resorts.

Call us w ith your
story idea: )?#~1429

to o th e r w in n e rs of an e s s a y
contest. For more information: Cabin
in Maine, PO Box 438, Harrington,
04643.

C o u p le s & M oney - Creative Money Merging

homeopathicCore »,
(207)827-8871

p in e flo w e r
antiques handcrafts
( f l o w e r s

ANDREA MIETKIEWICZ, RNC
Classical H om eopathy
25 A bbott St. • O ld Town. ME 04468-2102

N askeag Point R d ., Brooklin 04646
Kathie B arbett 3 59 -4 627____________ |

S upportive Counseling & C onsulting:
Family money issues, Spending plans, Tax planning,
Basic money skills, Buying (or selling) a house,
“Yours, Mine or Ours” Issues
W orkshops: "Building Money Skills" & “Money in Our Lives"
Call for information

LU BAUER, CPA
Holistic Accountant • Money Counselor • Human Being
Please note my new address effective O ctober 31,1996!
P.O. Box 457, Windham, Maine 04062
tel: 207-892-6652 e-mail: 73123.1457@compuserve.com

Optional Bold H eadline

Classified ^Ads
Categories:
Housing:
Apartments/Houses for Rent
Roommates
Housing Wanted
Business Opportunities
Calls for Submission/Papers
Conferences
Courses AWorkshops
Employment Opportunities
Employment Wanted
Events
For Sale

Gathering
Groups
Health and Therapy
Legal Notices
Music
Notices

Office/Studio Space
Personals
Real
Retail Shopping
Services
Sports
Trades
Travel
Volunteer Opportunities

Rates: Commercial ads are $5 per
line; non-commercial ads are $1 per
line. Minimum 3 lines. A line is 40
characters including spaces & punctua
tion. Optional bold headline is 30
characters.
Mail to: Feminist Times
185 High St.
Belfast, Me. 049115

Category
First month of ad
Name

# of issues

Address
Phone

Enclosed $
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At the Movies...

First Wives Club: Thelma and Louise Live!
by Jean Hay

found herself in the sam e situation, and took a very
painful, dram atic and final way out.
The three women decide to join forces first to
console each other, and only slowly realize their

Rem em ber the movie Thelm a and Louise,
the one that made so many men nervous and so
many women cheer? It was a story about justice, in
which the men get their due, im m ediately and
violently, at the hands of the women being violated.
Problem was, the two heroines die in the end.
First W ives Club, the current runaway hit
movie, is a replay of Thelm a and Louise, except
there is no violence, and the three (if you count the
lesbian daughter, four) rich but otherwise ordinary
women not only don’t die in the end, but they come
aw ay vindicated, validated and virtuous.
In a lot of ways it is a silly movie, one many
people would like to simply dismiss, because, after
all, it is a wom an’s movie. A-hemm.
A word of caution to the policy-m akers of
the world: there is a reason this movie is so popular

O f co u rs e , b e in g w om en (lo v e th o s e
stereotypes), it was not enough simply to serve up
justice for them selves. No, they went and opened a
crisis center for women in sim ilar situations, named
after their dead classm ate - funded, of course, by
their first husbands.
First W ives Club is a silly movie. But it is also
an important movie, if only because of the chord it is
striking in so many women.
That chord is the tip of the iceberg of ajusticeseeking groundswell building among Am erican women

among woman. And that raason, clearly articulated

who are finally getting tired.

by the movie’swimpish "Annie,” is justice, particularly
econom ic justice.
The movieshows three middle-aged women,
form er college classm ates, each depressed by the
recent departure of a husband who had left for a
younger woman. The women had been brought
together 25 years after graduation by the suicide
and funeral of another college classm ate who had

• Tired of being put down and dem eaned.
• Tired of being treated like brainless bimbos.
• Tired of being told they are not capable of
making decisions about their own bodies and their
own pregnancies.
• Tired of shouldering the responsibility for
children deserted by th eir fathers, only to find

collective power. They did their homework, drew up a
com plicated but effective plan of attack, and hit the
men in their lives w here it hurt the most -- in their

careers. Tadal —justice served.

Gloria Young, L.C.S.W.,
Licensed Clinical Social Worker

for Women

DUCK :
COVE :
R E TR E A T-:•
A non-profit
organization

FAMILY PRACTICE

A Chance fo r W om en to C om e Together
in a N u rtu rin g Setting

Therapy for Families, Couples,
Groups and Individuals

,g>

\
*

155 High Street
Belfast, Maine 04915
(207)338-4454

A cu p u n ctu re
& Chinese H erbs,

•
I

on M t. Desert Island, Maine, adjacent to Acadia National Park •
* Very reasonable rates: $15 per night

• Scholarships available^
For dates and to make reservations, please call
•

Route 1, Box 270, Searsport, ME 04974
207-548-6582

Would you. like to reconnect

them selves vilified by the government because they
get no child support.
• Tired of being told the minimum wage, at
which more women than men work, should not be
raised to a living w age because "businesses can’t
afford it.”
• Tired of seeing abuserafter abuser getting
a slap on the wrist after repeatedly slapping and
punching (or worse) “his wom an.”
• Tired of injustice and powerlessness and
inaction on the part of those who provide protection.
The overwhelming response of women to
this movie should serve as evidence that wom en’s
sense of justice is strong, and needs only a little
organization and focus to become a major power
unleashed in this country. Coming as it does just
before an election, let’s hope that the first place that
force m akes its appearance is at the polls Nov. 5.
W hen the movie first came out in September,
its attendance records w ere heads and shoulders
above the next contender, a violent, shoot-’em -up
guy thing called, Last M an Standing. The listings
caused Bryant Gumbel on the Today Show to quip
that Last M an Standing w as not the sequel to First
W ives Club.
Don’t be so sure.

Deb B u rw e ll 207-338*2162
Ella Mahler, 617-864-2372

•
•

Rhonda P. Feiman
Doctor o f Oriental Medicine

w
ithyourcreativity

You can realize your highest potential though creative self-expression
that honors your strengths and abilities.

Experience A rt Therapy inaC
ircular
Yurt-studio
A rt Therapy com bines non-verbal and verbal expression in a creative
process for healing and recovery from serious trauma to family change to
spiritual self-growth. You can choose from many diverse creative forms: Art,
sand tray, play, and shamanic journey with drumming.

___

Art Therapist & Licensed Clinical Counselor

RR2 Box 790
Freedom ME 04941
(207) 5 8 9 -3 0 6 3

Center

Moon

a rt
T
h
erap
yH
ealin
g

S u sa n B a ka ley M a r s h a ll

Your Car Has Problem s.
Y ou H a v e Q u e s t io n s .
Where Do You Get Answers?

The Thirteenth M oon o ffers a time fo r intense change

TWO PAPERS - ONE PURPOSE SIDE BY SIDE AT LAST!
O dyssey

& InnerGuide

Maine’s Holistic
Newspaper

Maine’s Comprehensive
Guide To The Healing Arts

At a D ealer?
At a G arage?
At a D ia g n o stic C enter?
B

J ' s

Automotive
Diagnostic
Center, Inc.

( 2 0 7 ) 338-1432

WRITE FOR A FREE COPY TODAY/
Show your supportfor our vision of a cooperative
media project serving the region's healing arts/
holistic/metaphysical community.
NAME
ADDRESS
SEND REQUEST TO:

TOWN/ZIP
A nnual subscription J$20 #

#

RR 2, BOX 466,
# C a s c o , ME 04015 ^

We D iagn ose.
We R epair.
We A nsw er Q u estion s.
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Round'n A b o u t W ith Women
This datebook page is dedicated to the support of women in the arts. To be included in this acknowledgement, send announcements, press releases and photos.
Items for this page are due by the 15th
of the previous month. Send to C alen
dar Editor, 185 High S t., Belfast 04915.
Through Nov. 3: Jessica Stockholder,
over 200 process drawings by this in
stallation artist, M aine College of Art,
Portland. Free. Tue-Sun, 11-4 p.m.;
Thurs, 11-9 p.m.. FM I 775-5152.
Through Nov. 16: Still Life and Recent
Works, final exhibit at Artfellows G al
lery, Belfast; W ed-Thurs, 11-4; Fri, 117; Sat 10-5. FM I 338-5776.

Nov. 1 ,2 ,3 : InsideOut,
prem iere
of Suze Allen's sagacious new play, a
poignant and startling look inside friend
ship betw een two wom en and the
struggle of living in the light and the
dark; O ak Street Theatre, Portland; FriSat, 8 p.m.; Sun, 5 p.m., followed by a
discussion. FM I 775-5103.
Nov. 1, 2 , 8 , 9: Carousel] The Grand,
Ellsworth; Fri & Sat nights at 8; Sun
m atinees at 2; FM I and ticket prices,
667-9500..
Nov. 1-10: Twice Told Tales, with Odelle
Bowman perform ing in this theatrical
re-creation of native Am erican tales,
especially ones from New England,
using masks, music, movement, sing
ing and storytelling, 2 p.m ., O ak Street
Theatre, Portland; FM I 7 75-5103.

Also: A Night o f Art, A Year o f Scholar
ships, 22nd annual art auction, M aine
College of Art building, Portland, 6 -9
p.m. ($10 per person); preview, 10-4
(free); FM I 775-5098.
Nov. 7 -2 4: My Mother Said I Never
Should, a dram a by Charlotte Keatley
following the lives of four generations of
women and the social changes of this
centurythey encounter, O ak Street The
atre, Portland; FM I 775-5103.
Nov. 7-D ec. 15: Genius Loci, A sense o f
place, work of six regional painters in
clude Alix S.C . Bacon, Sarah Bamum,
M argaret M cCahn, John Jacobsmeyer,
John S. Berger, Alexandra McGovern.
Free. Tue-Sun, 11-4; Thurs, 11-9; open
ing reception, Thurs, Nov. 7, 5-7. FM I
775-5152.
Nov. 8: Forum A presents Sally Rogers
in concert performing pieces from her
alb um G enerations, son g s a b o u t
women, for women, H all-D ale M iddle
School Theatre, Augusta, 8 p.m. FM I
621-3209.
Nov. 8 , 9 ,1 5 ,1 6 @ 8; Nov. 10, 17 @
2: Cloud 9 by Caryl Churchill parodies
Victorian attitudes toward sex, Schaeffer
Theatre, Bates College; FM I 786-6330.
Nov. 9: The Royal R iver Chorus pre
sents four all-wom en barbershop quar
tets, 2 & 7 p.m.; tickets, $5-$10; Yarm 
outh; FM I 846-4331.

Nov. 10: W idely acclaim ed ja zz vocalist
D iane Schuur is accom panied by a piaN ov. 2: Fiction writing workshop with n istfo r an evening of cool ja zz stylings,
Constance Hunting for intermediate level State Theatre, Portland; FM I 879-1112.
writers; 10-3, W om en's Business D e
velopm ent Corporation, Bangor. Spon Nov. 16: A celebration of arts with poet
K ate B arnes, pianist Paul
sored by the M aine W riters & Publish
Sullivan, the Down East Singers Alliance; FM I 729-6333.
ers, and many more, at the
Coastal M ountain Land Trust
10th anniversary celebration,
V
Cam den O pera House, $10
per person, 8 p.m.. FM I 2 36 7091.

Spring's Door, acrylic by Joy Vaughan and Navigating the River Forest, ju te by
Susan Mills at Connections A rt Gallery in Brunswick. Through Nov. 23.
Nov. 30: Lighting o f the Nubble, tradi
tional event at the Nubble Lighthouse
offers musical programs, hot chocolate
and snacks, Santa's arrival by firetruck,
followed by the illumination of the light
house for the holidays, York, 5 -8 p.m.;
FM I 363-1040.

Sheherezade and Midsummer
Night's Dream, 7 p.m ., M aine

O U R R A TES A R E:

1 tim e
E ig h th P a g e

Q u a rte r P a g e
•Half P a g e

$ 50
65
100

F u ll P a g e

Nov. 26: Evening Forum: Core
Sham anism , discussion in
cludes sham anic view of ill
ness and diagnosis and ways
that sham anic practice and
specific techniques can be
beneficial as healing in our
modem day society, 7-8:30,
T h e T h irte e n th M oon A rt
Therapy Healing Center, Free
dom. Free. FM I 589-3063.

R e s o u r c e G u id e e. ~ U

140

B u s in e s s C a r d

35
p to

RENEW TODAY

$30

2 tim e s
$

3 tim e s

85

$ 135

110

175

180

275

260

400

50

90

5 0 w o rd s
45

Feminist Times
M a il to:

80

RENEW TODAY

locations. FMI 338-1197.

AND

r e a c h a SPECIAL au d ie n ce

C enter for the Arts, Orono.
FM I 581-1755.

Nov. 30: An evening of whole
some, old-tim e tunes at the
7th a n n u a l T h a n k s g iv in g
Joan
Proudman,left; Karen Tvarian, middle; and
Michelle McGowan, right, rehearse a dance show, with A llan M cH ale and
number fo r Cruthu Fiain (W ild Energy), an original the Old-Tim e Radio Gang, and
musical written byLarraine Brown, choreographed special guests, including the
by Tvarian, and music composed and orchestrated G ene Hooper Fam ily Show
and
dogger Amanda Morton,
by Jeffrey
Densmore.Performances are
Friday
Saco
River Grange, Bar Mills;
and Saturday, Nov. 1 and 2, 8 p.m., Rockport
FM
I
929-6472.
Opera House. Tickets available at various

House, Thurs & Sun, 11 -5; Fri & Sat, 117; $5, adults, $1, children; FM I 8790427.

a d v e r tis e IN THe FEMINIST TIMES

I

Nov. 21: Australia's longest
e s ta b lis h e d p ro fe s s io n a l
dance company, Queensland
Ballet, celebrates 35th sea
son w ith p ro d u c tio n s o f

Nov. 3 0 -D e c . 16: A Children's Christ
mas In Portland, W adsworth-Longfellow

Subscription Form
R
1 Box 4036, Lincolnville, ME 04849

Yes, I would like to support a statewide newspaper o f
news, issues, and the arts from a feminist perspective.
| | I have enclosed $15.00 for 1 year and an
additional $______ donation.
My address is:
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KABUL - The Taliban, a m ilitant Sunni
Muslim rebel movement has won the
war in Afghanistan, proclaiming it a
Muslim fundamentalist state. The clerics
now ruling immediately issued a decree
forbidding women and girlsfrom working
and going to school, even physicians
and nurses, schoolteachers and workers
in the orphanages. The result has been
« women and girls beaten with chains for
appearing in p ublic w ithout being
covered head to toe. A reporter for the
N ew York Times witnessed a gang of
illiterate teenagers beat three women
with sticks because the ir ankles showed
beneath their shrouds.
Rukhsana Sarwar of the Afghan
Women’s Network declared that there

can never be peace w ith o u t the
involvement of women who are the
majority of the adult population. In a
meeting with U.N. Assistant SecretaryGeneral Rosario Green, Sarwar lobbied
for the organization to name a woman to
its missions working fo r peace and
reconstruction in Afghanistan.
Though both the Taliban and
the coalition Afghan government have
told the U.N. not to send any women
o ffic ia ls , U.N. S e cre ta ry-G e n e ra l
Boutros Boutros-Ghali asked Green, a
M exican d ip lo m a t in charge o f
monitoring women’s participation in
U.N. activities, to lookforwomen political
officers who could serve there.

Pakistan

minister Benazir Bhutto, was killed on
Friday in a shoot-out between his
bodyguards and P akistani police.
Supporters have accused Benazir's
husband of conspiring in Murtaza’s
death.
Ghinwa has not said whether
she would accept the offer of political
leadership.

Larkana - Supporters of slain Pakistani
political leader Murtaza Bhutto said that
they wanthis Lebanese widow, Ghinwa,
to take over leadership of the breakaway
Shaheed Bhutto faction of the ruling
Pakistan People’s Party.
M urtaza Bhutto, estranged
brother of PPP leader and former prime

G eneva — The International P e a c e
militarism o f a male-dominated society;
Bureau nominated the Committee o f they are civilians who are determined to
Soldiers’ Mothers o f Russia (C SM R ) for have a say in - or to defy - the decisions
the 1996 Nobel P eace Prize for its o f the military bureaucracy; and they
consistent, imaginative and courageous have risked their own lives in direct
work in opposition in war in Chechnya
confrontations with a violent system.
In September 1995the Mothers' Their inspired example is already being
Committee received the Sean MacBride
followed in other conflict zones."
P eace Prize, given annually by the IPB
The C S M R was founded in
in honor o f its late president.
1989. Before the Chechen war broke
The Soldiers’ Mothers
who out, it participated in efforts to negotiate
now have committeesin 14 former Soviet with the Chechen authorities and to
republics
- have not only collected
secure a political settlement. Its most
statements from mothers opposed to dramatic action so far was the Mothers’
the war; o rg a n ize d m eetin g s a n d
March for Life and Compassion of March
d e m o n s tra tio n s ; a n d lo b b ie d th e
1995.
W herever they went in Che
government, they have also undertaken the M others w ere given em otional
bold, direct action. Hundreds o f mothers welcomes in war-devastated towns and
have traveled to Grozny to dem and the
villages and bore witness to the horrific
return o f their sons. They have buried abuses o f the war. The event received
soldiers; sh ared th eir sorrow with extensive media coverage. The Mothers
Chechen mothers; and negotiated the have been evicted from their offices,
release o f military men held by Chechen thrown off trains, lied to and confronted
forces.
by the Russian military, and yet they
" T h e C S M R is th e m o st h a v e
e n d u re d
and
o rg a n iz e d
outstanding example o f active citizen th em selves into a significant non
peace-making in the world today , " said government organization with a fully
IPB President Maj-Britt Theorin. "These democratic structure.
women have dared to challenge the

Loving our bodies with
comforting natural fiber clothing

Beer&WinemakingSupplies

c

D

•

,

Distribute
Times In you r a r e a

Singing our songs with
jewelry & colorful adornments
Writing our stories on
journals, cards & stationary
(recycled, of course)
Dancing our spirits with
incease, bells, music & candles

theFm in ist

K athy C h a z in , LCSW

0

O bstetrics /

Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Affiliate Of: Maine Society for Clinical Social Work/National
Association of Social Workers

A d u lt S urvivors o f Abuse
A nxiety •• Depression
G rief And Loss
Substance Abuse & Recovery
ACOA & Codependency

PU R PLE F o o t
D O W N E A S T IN C
P O Box 116
Waldoboro, Maine
207-832-6286
1 -800-829-6280

Open Tuesday - Saturday
9:30 a m . -

•C o y o te

moon

The boutique that speaks to the h e a r t
54 Main Street * Belfast, ME * 2117-338***9

459 Main Rockland

Natural food supplements
and
environmental cleaning
products

Laura T . B rid gm an , F N P . N D
Naturopathic Doctor, Homeopath,
Family Nurse Practitioner

VANTAGE
PO IN T
D IA N A SCULLY. PR ESID EN T
MANAGEMENT SERVICES GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
PROGRAM & POLICY ANALYSIS GRANT WRITING.
MEETING fa c ilita tio n

P. O. BOX 4 0 6 , h a llo w e ll, M AINE 0 4 3 4 7
£ 0 7 -6 2 6 -0 0 6 9

0
w
N

E
A

Mailing Address:
107 Kenduskeag Aye. No. 2
Bangor, ME 04401

Suite 201
Cobb Medical Building
Belfast. ME 04915
207338-5440

Fax 207338-6912

596-7443

Achillea Natural Health
207-942-8851
HCR 62, Box 914
Hope. M E 04 84 7
Phone: (207)
7 8 5 -3 6 0 9

Gy

P e t e r R . S h r i e r , m . d ., f. a .c .o .g ., f. a .c .s .

1-800-295-5440

Office Hours By Appointment
W eekend & Evening Hours Available
Insurance Reimbursable

_____________________________________________

Sallyanne Smith

r

COLONIAL p la ste rin g
Fine Interior Plastering
No job too Big or Small
Quality is an Absolute Guarantee

Call Barry Crawford
338-3303

TIRED OF RECEIVING LESS THAN
WHAT YOU'RE WORTH?
TIRED OF RESOURCES BEING
IN THE HANDS OF THOSE W HO D O N T CARE?

TIRED OF BEING TIRED?
WOULD YOU SAY YES TO GOOD HEALTH . . .
FINANCIAL SECURITY
AND
A COMPANY W ITH GLOBAL VISION?

FIND OUT: (BOO) 927-2527 EXT 3532
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WOMEN:
O N E LE C TIO N DAY Y O U CAN M A K E HISTORY!

WHO WILL CONTROL THE UNITED STATES SENATE?
DO YOU WANT A TEAM LED BY THE LIKES OF . . .
ALFONSE D'AMA TO
JESSE HELMS
ORRIN HATCH
TRENT LOTT
PETE DOMENICI

OR

BARBARA BOXER
PATTY M URRAY
CAROL MOSELY-BRAUN
DIANNE
FEI
BARBARA MIKULSKI

THE MAINE SENATE ELECTION WILL DECIDE WHO LEADS
THE SENATE TEAM - YOU CAN DECIDE THE MAINE ELECTION

ON NOVEMBER 5
VOTE JOE BRENNAN FOR US SENATE!

Join leading feminist
Dale McCormick, Rachel Lowe, Jean Hay, Karen Heck
Mary Cathcart, Joanne D'Arcangelo
in voting for the US Senator who will vote for women!

JOE BRENNAN
r

\

C O N S I D E R T H E I S S U E S ...

JOE

SUSAN

A ssau lt W eapons Ban

yes

no

C larence Thom as

no

undecided

H ead S tart Funding

yes

undecided

Increased com m itm ent to education

yes

no

yes

no

^ Increase m inim un w age 90 cents

PAID FOR AND AUTHORIZED BY BRENNAN FOR US SENATE
100 Middle Streep
noitrPM
E 04101 William Troubh, Treasurer

)
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What do we do with our Rage?
by Jan Anderson
ow do Am erican women pay three women with sticks because their
attention to world events that ankles showed beneath the shroud.
have a devastating impact on And in other cities women and girls have ‘
been beaten with bicycle chains. There
wom en and rem ain passive observers?
is no word o f deaths yet, but women and
How do w e not give in to rage and the
urge for vengeance and also not fall into girls have been killed in other Muslim
despair and hopelessness? How do w e countries by fundam entalists, there is
no reason to believe it won't also hap
continue to put our faith in negotiating
pen in Afghanistan.
and talking, trying to understand the
Kabul is a city of a million resi- •
cultural and religious traditions that pro
duce the total degradation of wom en? dents, many of whom are widows, dis
How do w e m aintain hope in the face of abled men and orphans. According to
Thom as Gurtner, head of the relief effort
evil?
Y e a r after year, decade after de by the International Red Cross, 15,000
cade, women suffer - first in the vio- women who are the sole support of their
lence of war, then the violence of peace; fam ilies and extended fam ilies received
first the violence of rape, guns and land food supplements one w eek after the
mines, then the violence of dowry dis takeover, most of whom had jobs one
putes, dissatisfaction and winner-dom i w eek earlier. M any relief agencies have
curtailed activities because they rely on
nance.
Look on any continent and you will trained women. Oxfam International, a
see cause for alarm , but the most recent food relief organization w as forced to
close down programs under which it
outrage is occurring in Afghanistan
w here the Taliban, radical fundam en teaches women and children to avoid
talist Muslims have taken over the gov some 10 million land m ines spread
ernment. Their first act after executing around Afghanistan during the war.
In the orphanages, children as
the form er president was to order women
and girls to stay aw ay from school or young as 7 care for toddlers; and some
work and to appear in public only cov schools do not have enough teachers to
ered from head to toe in a shroud. In operate. The women brave enough to
Kabul, an illiterate teenage gang beat continue their work, doctors and nurses

H

Pam Smith, M.5.
Nationally Certified Counselor
Licensed Clinical Counselor
Reiki Practitioner

who treat their patients, face beatings,
imprisonment or death.
This is w hat religious fundam en
talist zealots bring to women in coun
tries around the world. Like the wife
batterer and sex offenders, religious
fundam entalists blam e women for the
crimes of men. The real crim inals in
Afghanistan are the gangs that beat and
kill women in the nam e of religion. This
is w hat we must keep in mind when
religious fundam entalists in the U .S.
struggle for control of our communities.
They are not looking to control men;
they are looking to control women, chil
dren and teenagers.
In contrast to this scenario, the
women of the form er Soviet Union stood
in the way of tanks as they rolled toward
Moscow in 1991 and asked the young
soldiers if they would shoot. "Look at
us,"they said. "W e are your sisters, your
mothers and grandmothers. W ill you
shoot us?"
The young men stopped the tanks
and refused to go any farther. Yes, these
women w ere their sisters, mothers and
grandmothers; and the men respected
them .
T h e d e c a d e s -lo n g p e a c e
movement in the Soviet Union and now

in Russia includes organizations called
M others of Soldiers, who cam e to
Chechnya from all parts of Russia to
free their sons from captivity and from a
senseless war; W om en In Black Against
the W ar, organized both by Russian and
Chechen women; and The Committee
of Soldiers’ Mothers of Russia (C SM R ),
founded in 1989 b y 300 mothers. In their
most dram atic moves, these mothers
w ere climbing thefences around military
bases and demanding the commander
release th eir sons. T h e sons w ere
released.
W hat is the difference? Is it as
sim ple as justifying dom inance by
religious authority?
W hatever the difference, the
women of Afghanistan need the moral
support of the wom en o f Am erica.
W hatever ability each of us has — to
write letters to the United Nations, to
send m essages to Afghanistan over the
Internet, to extend financial support to
W om en in Black or Mothers of Soldiers
-th is is a w ay to direct our rage, our urge
forvengeance.
Im agine the cataclysm if every
mother around the world dem anded the
military release her son. W ithout the
sons, there would be no war.

Brattleboro Retreat
7 5 8 -0 3 9 8

Michele D.Gray, MSW, LCSW

Katherine McDonnell
Community Relations
Office/Home: (603) 772-9266
EMAIL: KAT66O@AOL.COM
1-800-345-5550, ext. 3706

l i c e n s e d P s y c h c t h e r a p ls t

Creative, supportive, therapy

120TilsonAve
Rockland

Bath, ME 207-443-9390

75 Linden St., P.O. Box 803
Brattleboro, VT 05302
802-257-7785
80(1-345-5550

Adults
Teenagers

Excellence in the treatment of addictive & psychiatric illnesses since 1834

Available on VHS Video from
Radio Free Maine. Send
$19.00 to PO Box 2705,
August, M E 04338
Ruth Hubbard, Professor Em erita of Biology at
Harvard University in an address to the W om en's
Studies Convention at USM in Portland:

JEAN Forest, R.N., M.A.

T ra n s p e rs o n a l
c o m p r e h e n s iv e p s y c h o lo g ic a l w e ll- b e in g

2 0 7 -2 3 6 -0 6 0 0

what hays you done

FOR WEF e m in ist T im e s
TODAY?
I subscribed for myself and gave
a gift subscription to my public or
high school library or friend.

P o l i t i c s o f W o m e n 's H e a l t h i n a
C o r p o r a t e M il it a r y S ta te.

I organized a group of colleagues
to take out a half-page ad.

Elaine Pagels, Princeton Professor of Religion
and author of The Gnostic Gospels, speaking at
Bowdoin College in Brunswick: J e s u s a n d H i s

As a business owner and leader
of my community I purchased an
ad in support of the women o f
Maine.

Me ssa g e

in

the

Gn o stic

F e r tile M in d B o o k s h o p .

The Learning Alliance and Project Censored:

Th e

Te n

Be st

Censored

1995.
And many more on both audio and video cassette. Call
207-622-6629 or send SASE and $ . 75 postage.

I sold my massage therapist (or
hairdresser, doctor, lawyer,
architect, veterinarian) an ad.

Bruce & LaR ue H ayne
13 MAIN ST., b e lf a s t , ME 04915
(207)338-2498

MEMBER
NEBA & ABA

I volunteered to d istrib u te
FeministTimesin my community.
I wrote a letter or essay.______ ^

